
BA4320
The BA4320 rolled coin dispenser offers a flexible 
and convenient solution for the exchange of high 
denomination notes and rolled coins.

Perfect for banks, other financial institutions, transport 
and retail outlets; the BA4320 is able to dispense up to 6 
silos of rolled coin in a single transaction, along with the 
option for banknotes. 

FEATURES

To speak to a local representative, please call 
1800 500 994 or email sales@sprintquip.com.au

Designed to accommodate up to 6 coin silos; offering customised coin handling and greater fault tolerance.

Onboard monitoring system verifies live operational status and flags issues in real time, preserving 
customer satisfaction and keeping downtime to a minimum. 

With enhanced security features, branches and customers alike can conduct transactions with minimised 
cash exposure. Receipt slip issued with each deposit.

Large touchscreen completes a user-friendly interface, making transactions easy to conduct.

Dimensions: Width: 668mm / Depth: 1050mm / Height: 1836mm
Net Weight: 385Kg 

CASH EXCHANGE MACHINE

Exclusive Sprintquip Options

RAM RAID NEUTRALISER

Patented by SprintQuip, the Ram Raid Neutraliser is a high quality steel plate specially designed to absorb 
the shock of a ram raid attack, ensuring your machine stays attached to the ground regardless of the 
direction of the attack, or number of hits received.

ELECTRONIC LIFTING FRAME (ELF)

To reduce the physical strain of loading of coins into the silo, an auto-lift elevating platform can be supplied 
with this device or can be retrofitted to existing machines. The ELF was designed for easy replenishing and 
filling of the machine. It alleviates the need to reach above a safe working height to fill the machine. By the 
press of a button, the ELF lowers the mechanism to a comfortable level for filling. Once machine has been 
stocked with rolled coins, it can be raised by pushing a button.

FILE TRANSFER UTILITY

Configured for retrieving audit and event history files.


